
Materials List
Kaffe Fassett and Brandon Mably

GLORIOUS COLOUR RETREAT

PARTICIPANTS TO BRING:
A wide selection of ½ yard-cut fabric. (more is never enough). We suggest a minimum of 10 different
fabrics in various colors and large and medium-scale prints. Fabric does not need to be Kaffe Fassett or
Brandon Mably, but it does need to be in the same color bias. Leave an open mind to explore the
pop-up shop and receive feedback from Kaffe and Brandon (The pop-up shop will be available Weds and
Thurs for more fabric)
fabric scissors and paper scissors
Rotary cutter and ruler for the quilt workshop on day 5
Cutting mat
Kaffe Fassett Large gray Flannel with a Grid pattern to attach to design boards(2 yard cut) MISA will
provide the Design Board
Glue stick
Watercolor Paint brushes(medium size 6)
A fired-up imagination!
An open mind!

DAY-TO-DAY SUPPLY USE:
Day 1
Glue stick
Paper scissors
Day 2
Watercolor Paint brushes
Painting palettes or a coated paper plate
Day 3 Free day to explore museums and galleries. Kaffe Lecture at 3 pm at the Historic Hilton in
Downtown Santa Fe.
Day 4
Cutting mat
Rotary cutter
Fabric scissors
Kaffe Fassett Large gray Flannel with a Grid pattern to attach to design boards(2 yard cut) MISA will
provide the Design Board
A wide selection of ½ yard-cut fabric. (more is never enough). We suggest a minimum of 10 different
fabrics in various colors and large and medium-scale prints. Fabric does not need to be Kaffe Fassett or
Brandon Mably, but it does need to be in the same color bias. Leave an open mind to explore the
pop-up shop and receive fe
Day 5
White craft glue/glue stick
Pair of fabric scissors
A wide selection of small 2in-10in fabric scraps in various colors, weights, textures, and patterns. (A
pop-up shop will be available for more fabric)


